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p-adic families of modular forms
of certain Shimura varieties of Hodge type

Riccardo Brasca
Université Paris Diderot

Abstract: Generalizing the work of Andreatta, Iovita and Pilloni in the Siegel case and of
myself in the PEL case, we construct p-adic families of overconvergent modular forms over
certain Shimura varieties of Hodge type. Our construction is geometric in nature, meaning
that overconvergent forms are sections of certain sheaves. This is joint work with Fabrizio
Andreatta.

Bad places for the Brauer-Manin obstruction
on homogeneous spaces

Giancarlo Lucchini
Universidad de Chile

Abstract: The Brauer-Manin obstruction explains (partially) the lack of density of rational
points of a variety X in the product of points over the different completions of the base field. A
conjecture by Colliot-Thlne states that this obstruction should be the only one for rationally
connected varieties. As a consequence, there should exist a finite set of ”bad places” out
of which one actually has this density property. In this talk, I will show how to explicitly
describe such a set for homogeneous spaces of semisimple simply connected groups with
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finite stabilizers. The idea is to translate the Brauer group and its associated Brauer-Manin
pairing in terms of group cohomology and then generalize previous work by Bogomolov and
Colliot-Thlne on the unramified classes of this group. I will also mention some applications
of these results to some inverse Galois problems.

Homogeneus spaces, algebraic K-theory
and cohomological dimension of fields

Diego Izquierdo
École Polytechnique, Paris

Abstract: In 1986, Kato and Kuzumaki stated a set of conjectures which aimed at giving
a Diophantine characterization of the cohomological dimension of fields in terms of Milnor
K-theory and points on projective hypersurfaces of small degree. Those conjectures are
known to be wrong in general. In this talk, I will prove a variant of Kato and Kuzumaki’s
conjectures in which projective hypersurfaces of small degree are replaced by homogeneous
spaces. This is joint work with Giancarlo Lucchini Arteche.

Behavior of the local Langlands correspondence
with respect to depth

Anne-Marie Aubert
CNRS, Sorbonne Université

Abstract: Moy and Prasad attached to every irreducible smooth representation π of a
p-adic reductive group G a numerical invariant d(π), called the depth of π, which expresses
how large subgroups having an invariant in π are. On the other hand, one can attach to every
Langlands parameter φ of G an invariant d(φ), which measures how deep the ramification
of φ is. We will investigate the relationship between d(π) and d(φ) when φ corresponds to
π via the local Langlands correspondence.
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